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Sunday, 23 October at 2:08pm, on board a Q53 NYC bus bound for JFK Airport. A trial run and a 
thought: “I shall miss Rockaway.”

Monday, 24 October 
Well, indeed, it was a some-what restless night last night, but at some point, in spite of the anticipation
and anxieties of what the next morning would possibly hammer me with, I managed to fall asleep, as 
had become “usual”, from sheer exhaustion.  It seems my soul was trying to purge the events of these
past 16 months and more, in a dream that encompassed, pretty much, what had become the daily 
morning routine of waking, gulping the water-bottle of room-temperature instant coffee that waited 
across from my bed in the steel locker, and then bolting across the semi-empty halls to the loo for a 
quick cigarette, hiding in the last stall by the window, and hoping that if any smoke rose above the 
swinging door, it would be quickly, and un-noticed, pulled out the window by the huge and droning 
exhaust fan in the large and gaping old window above me, on the wall to my right.

As I sat in the early morning, relative quiet, staring forward at the old, over-painted wooden door of the
stall, making certain that the smoke from my cigarette rose and dissipated toward the fan, I recalled 
the dream I'd just woken from:

I was sitting on the toilet, having a smoke when I noticed a very black head peering over the stall door.
It was one of our “Security Officers”. I was about to leave the shelter that morning (this morning) and 
seeing that I was caught, violating the “No Smoking” regulation, the terror of the almost inevitable 
brought my mind and emotions to a crashing shut-down. He could either simply reprimand me, as I'd 
seen and heard “Security” do with others before, or he could, which is more what I expected, demand 
that I drop the cigarette into the toilet and follow him to the “Operations” desk where I'd, no doubt, sit 
for hours waiting to be told that I was expelled from the shelter for some time. Should he chose the 
latter, there was no doubt what-so-ever that the process would take just long enough that I'd miss my 
flight out of here and I'd then be stranded, in New York City, with no shelter, and no-where else to go to
except back to the little tree under which I'd “resided” for some months when this “Homelessness” all 
began. Neither dejected nor depressed, and in all calmness that a mental and emotional shut-down 
could produce, I simply looked up and directly into the peering eye, visible in the little space between 
the stall's door and frame, and in a calm and soft, non-confrontational voice said: “Oh, it just figures. 
Well, you caught me. No sense in arguing. Do what you feel you have to.” 
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I woke. Looked at my mobile phone. The time was 4:58am. I was still in bed, the dorm-room was dark,
my “dorm-mates” appeared to be sleeping. Not in the habit of breaking habit, I reached, in the 
darkness of the dorm room, into the locker at bed-side, grabbed the plastic water bottle full of last 
night's instant coffee and in mere gulps, drank it all. I put the cap back on the bottle, grabbed a 
cigarette and my lighter from the locker shelf, slipped my flip-flops onto my feet and headed out the 
door and across the hall... I had little time to spare this morning in which to have my smoke (more than
just “half expecting” my dream to be what we, in Psychology class referred to as “premonitory” but 
willing to take the chance that it was nothing more than “anticipatory anxieties”), attend to “toilet” and a
shower. It was all mechanical by this point in time. A “Daily Routine”, repeated every single morning, 
usually at this hour, day after day after day after... On previous days though, my time was limited by 
the hour at which I had to clock-in at work, a two and a half hour bus and subway ride away. This 
morning's dead-line was, to me, now, more serious. Today, as I walked out the door of this old 
hospital-turned-homeless-shelter, it would be my final journey. Tonight, I wouldn't be returning at 
8:00pm, facing the “Security” check, x-rayed and interrogated, patted-down and “wanded”, soul-
searched. I wouldn't be walking up the 6 flights of stairs,  passing strangers and familiar faces, trying 
my best to ignore the yelling of those surrounding and ignoring me and my presence as their voices 
echoed up and down the concrete and granite stair-well in ear-shattering shrillness. Tonight I wouldn't 
be frantically searching for my “Meal Ticket”, that little bit of paper that served as my passport from the
world of reality out on the city streets, through the magic gate and into the world of the macabre, 
where, at least I'd have a bed on which to lay for the night, in a room, sheltered from the elements of 
Nature - a little something that may or may not be guaranteed come tomorrow. But, before I departed 
all of this, I had to make it out through that front door this morning, and I had to make it out on time. I 
had to have my smoke, un-detected, get to the shower which sometimes would be occupied at this 
hour by some-one doing his laundry in there. (Sometimes those who'd come in during the night would 
take a shower and, sometimes they'd un-dress, sometimes they wouldn't bother, and as they bathed 
themselves in the warm, running water of the shower, they'd simultaneously wash their clothes. The 
Homeless can be resourceful and expeditious at times and frequently un-conventional.) There was 
really no time to ponder all of this now. Now was the time to move, forward, blindly, deafly, just move 
forward.

Across the empty hall where the echoes of voices bounced off concrete walls and granite floors, the 
savages were awakening already, I wasn't the only one stirring. Into the empty toilet stall on the right, 
farthest from the entrance door, I closed the door, sat on the bowl, a quick “click” of the lighter, a few 
puffs from a hand-rolled cigarette I'd prepared the night before. I fanned the smoke from side-to-side 
as it tried to rise up and over the wooden door. A few puffs and done. The remainder of the cigarette 
got dropped into the toilet and “flush”, gone, evidence disposed of. Should “Security” detect the smoke
now, there'd be no evidence that it was from some violation of mine. 

“Sir? Are you smoking in there?”

“No sir. But there was somebody leaving the bath-room as I came in. It could've been him.”

(Their word against mine. It almost always ended-up in stale-mate. They would have to prove the 
smoke, or the odour of smoke was caused by me and not by some prior “user of the loo”. I'd learnt this
early on and, at this juncture, was fully prepared to exercise my prowess... in the courts of the 
Homeless shelter system.)

Relieved by my success up to this point, I hastened out and back across the empty hall, back into the 
dorm room to grab my towel, soap and other necessitates. A squeeze of tooth-paste on the old tooth-
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brush, I'd brush my teeth as I moved along. “Multi-tasking”, I believe that's what they call it these days.
I didn't take the moment to speak. I put the brush in my mouth and headed out the door, leaving my 
fellow “dorm-mates” in the early morning darkness of the room.  

Across the way, into the shower, water on, brushing my teeth as I moved along, brush brush, scrub 
scrub, lather, rinse, no repeat, no time. Out of the shower, wrapped in the white, shelter-provided 
towel, and out through the door of the “shower room”. Just out-side the door was a garbage can, the 
one a certain “ilk” of residents enjoyed pounding on, usually very late at night, as one would beat a 
ritual jungle drum. Into it, I dropped the old tooth-brush, the left-over tooth-paste and the little shelter-
provided, roll-on deodorant... items that would be of no use to anybody else. I was “purging”, making 
my load a bit lighter, leaving behind those things that could, should and must be replaced... in the “new
world” into which I was now, almost numbly heading now. 

Back in the dorm, the ceiling light was on. The guys were now fully awake, laying or sitting on their 
beds. They knew my agenda, my goal and destination this morning. They wanted to chat. It was one 
of those awkward moments for all of us. In the Homeless shelter, we all know that our room-mates can
and might, at any moment, pack and leave. We all know that some don't even bother to pack. Often, 
those we wake up with in the morning, disappear as the sun sets that evening. Of them, some find 
another place of shelter, some are transferred to other shelters around the city, some of the transfers 
are taken away, out of the city, to “camps” or shelters some many miles away, and some simply return 
to where they'd been... a park, an abandoned old building, a bridge, a tunnel... “out there”. We all 
know that, at some moment, somebody will leave. There might be a tinge of envy, thinking that “He 
finally got a place to go to and he's out of THIS! Why couldn't it be me?” but there's never a true 
feeling of resentment. There's the fear of the un-known soul who'll be “assigned” to the now-vacant 
bed, who'll appear in the darkness of the middle of the night. As it's said: We know the devil we've got, 
but we don't know the Hell we might get.” Tonight, in this room, there'll be a vacant bed. The 
“replacement” could be kind, considerate, simply put the linens on the bed and sleep for the night or it 
could be one of those who throws the door open, drops plastic bags of filthy rags onto the floor and 
then proceeds to rummage through, looking for the cleanest filthy rags to change into, all the while, 
intermittently slamming the steel locker door against the steel locker. Either way, it's part of the 
scenario, becomes part of “existence” and is never something that becomes easy to deal with. I'm now
leaving, creating a vacant bed... and leaving the rest with their anxieties over tonight's replacement. I 
understand this, I know this, and yet, I respect these fellows enough to feel a slight remorse. Not 
enough, however, to forfeit my “escape” today. I've had to make the adjustment to the “whacks and 
wonderfuls” that have come an gone in my rooms here. These fellows will do likewise and be just fine. 
Oddly, up to this morning, I've been the “Senior” in the room, having survived the previous three 
“residents”. There's often a sense of respect for the “Senior” in a room. He knows the room, the floor, 
many, if not most of the people on the floor, the routines. He, the “Senior”, has put up with un-known 
kindnesses and tragedies of the predecessors, knows the “security staff” and general attitudes of them
here, on this floor, in this “ward”. It's best to strive toward being in the good graces of the “Senior” 
because he is the one who, in time of need, will be your ultimate protector, if that's his personality. 
Like-wise, he is the one who can make your visit excruciating. These fellows have been fortunate. My 
demanour was, has been and remains serene. My belief has been that we are “equals”, out-casts of 
the society around us that neither understands us nor wants to understand us. We, in this room, are a 
microcosm, a miniature representation of the “Body Homeless” and as such, it's our duty, to self and 
others, to exist symbiotically amongst ourselves, and, hopefully, with all others, in the “ward”, on the 
floor, in the building... in other shelters, or where-ever we, the “Homeless” are. They know that I've 
kept the room respected amongst the staff of this shelter. “Security” and “house-keeping” know this 
room to be respectful and that respect of its residents is demanded and deserved. Because of that, we
enjoy a certain degree of rather peaceful enjoyment of our place of residence. Now, after I leave, it will
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be entirely their responsibility to either maintain or lose their pleasantries. And it will be entirely their 
responsibility to quickly learn what I'd already learnt: how to safely navigate the ways of this shelter 
and the staff... the good, the bad and the vicious. Yeah, after a fashion, I did have sympathy for them, 
but not to the point of waiving my chance of freedom. I couldn't and wouldn't be that stupid.

Little was said, at first, by any of them.  I gladly gave Tony the rest of my shampoo that I'd purchased 
myself. A bit of a welcome relief from the fine, but a bit harsh shampoo provided by the shelter. And I 
offered him my extra, and now un-used wheeled duffle bag. He accepted. It will give him some easy-
move luggage when his time comes to “jump ship”. Cruz got my pillows, including the extra one I'd 
managed to “acquire” along the way. Pillows in the shelter can be rare, especially the relatively 
comfortable pillows. When we're fortunate enough to get even one, it's cherished and guarded with 
great care, even to the point of locking it in one's locker as a prized possession, when one leaves the 
room. The extras will help with a better night's sleep. The guys thanked me for thinking of them. Well 
of course I would, even though others would not, I'm sure.  It wasn't much, but when you're Homeless,
anything shared amongst us all is appreciated more than words can express. It was my delight to have
something that I could “bequeath” these fellows. 

Tony wanted so much to chat this morning. Cruz too. Tony thanked me, for the “parting gifts” and for 
being “the perfect room-mate”. He repeatedly wished me well, and success. Since they already knew 
where I was headed, it wasn't any secret and they were a little surprised and curious about somebody 
moving, not only so far away but away from... “The City”. Tony had been other places in the world, but 
he was a “New Yorker”. He and I discussed the heart-aches of being replaced by “non-New Yorkers” of
late, and how these new-comers boldly refuse to assimilate. With a touch of sadness in his look and 
voice he expressed how today was another rather dismal day in The City: another “New Yorker” is 
leaving. It touched me deeply because, although I'd left and returned many times over the years, this 
time I was leaving with no thoughts of return and today, I felt as if I was leaving “family”. As 
unbelievable as it may be, “New Yorkers” are, for the most part, attached to one-another, deeply. “New
Yorkers”... TRUE “New Yorkers” aren't merely neighbours, we're “family”, probably in a truer sense of 
the word than much else.

“I'm gonna miss you.” Tony told me.

And from over the locker, in the corner of the room “Me too amigo.” came from Cruz.

At that moment I so wished I could bring them with me, wished that I was headed to a large house 
with many rooms where they could come and be safe and comfortable. No matter how disagreeable it 
may be, and how disagreeable our peers might be, Homelessness creates a bond amongst people, a 
bond that those who've never been Homeless could ever understand. In the world's largest cities and 
the world's most remote rural areas, we, the out-casts, the often despised, the “savages”, are 
survivors, often against harsh foes, and in our survival, spirits are joined. It really is a sort of “love and 
respect”. But again, those who've never experienced it could never truly understand or appreciate it. 
And no manner of words could ever honestly describe or explain. I ached for my dorm-mates and 
although they might envy me or even resent my leaving, I knew they ached for me too because of the 
un-known I was heading for this morning. Our little “family” was breaking up, but we'd most likely 
remember each-other LONG into the years to come.
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